
$599,000 - 193 Centennial
 

Listing ID: M157834

$599,000
5 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, 650 square feet
Single Family

193 Centennial, Moncton, New Brunswick,
E1E3W9

Welcome to the ideal blend of nature and
luxury within Centennial Park, where your
new dream home awaits! Enter the heights
with this exceptional fully renovated
residence, designed for a unique family
looking for the pinnacle of comfort and
elegance. Its foyer will set the tone with its
stunning design upon entrance with the
majestic cathedral ceilings that provide an
impression of magnificence. The main floor
is inviting you with a gourmet kitchen being
a culinary marvel, and the formal dining
room adjacent sets the setting for
outstanding dining experiences. Located on
the second floor is the sophisticated master
suite, a second bedroom, with a spacious
walkin closet adjacent to it, that can be
converted into a third bedroom or an office!
Descending on the lower level, it features
two bedrooms. One of them provides a
lovely ambiance with a view of the pool for
morning coffee, and a modern and sleek
bathroom. The fully furnished basement
area provides countless chances for fun and
relaxation within a private oasis. Stepping
outside, enter an opulent world where your
personal heated in-ground pool awaits you
as a dazzling hideaway of relaxation and
enjoyment! Find also peace and quiet in a
newly fenced yard, surrounded by beautiful
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nature. And finally, what really makes this
home magical, lies in the unexpected: it
arrives completely furnished and ready to
embrace you into a world of refinement. So,
welcome home! (id:24320)
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